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ABSTRACT: Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (BBS) is a rare inherited disorder
resulting in multiple organ dysfunctions, whose cardinal clinical features include
cognitive impairment, obesity, and renal dysfunction. Although it is highly
heterogeneous at genetic levels, BBS10 is one of the major causative genes
worldwide. The BBS10 protein is part of a multiprotein complex localized at the
basal body of the primary cilium. With the advancement of sequencing
technologies, novel missense mutations are regularly reported in BBS10.
However, prioritizing missense variants and conducting further in-depth
analysis are key challenges in addressing their pathogenic effect. This study
aims to characterize the known missense mutations of BBS10 by combining
nine different in silico tools (SIFT, SNAP2, PROVEAN, Align-GVGD, ConSurf,
I Mutant, MuPro, PremPS, and Dynamut) and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. A total of 101 BBS10 missense variants have been analyzed. Our
results showed that six BBS10 missense variants (Ser191Leu, Cys19Gly, Ile342Thr, Cys371Ser, Ala417Glu, and Tyr613Cys) were
potentially deleterious. Overall, this study provides a comprehensive workflow for screening BBS10 missense mutations to identify
pathogenic variants effectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS; MIM #209900) is an autosomal
recessive disorder resulting in multiple organ dysfunctions,
including retinal degeneration, cognitive impairment, obesity,
and renal dysfunction.1 The genetic heterogeneity and clinical
variability have been reported to be very high among BBS
patients.2 BBS is a rare genetic disorder, and its rate of
incidence varies geographically. The estimated cases of BBS
were found to be 1 in 160,000 in Switzerland and 1 in 36,000
in the mixed Arab population of Kuwait.3−5 Interestingly, in
small isolated populations, the rate of incidence of BBS is quite
high, such as 1 in 18,000 in Newfoundland, Canada and 1 in
13,500 in Kuwaiti families of Bedouin ancestry.5,6 To date, 24
genes have been discovered, but three of them, BBS1, BBS2,
and BBS10, account for almost 50% of patients.7,8

BBS10 is among the major contributors of BBS, accounting
for 20% of all of the cases, with few exceptions in the ethnically
homogeneous group of Danish and Spanish BBS cohorts.9−11

The BBS10 gene located on chromosome 12q21.2 encodes
723 amino acids and plays an essential role in the formation
and function of the basal body and primary cilia.12 BBS10 has a
type II chaperonin-like structure and has been shown to assist
BBSome assembly, a multiprotein complex involved in
intraflagellar trafficking.13−15

Nonsense or frameshift mutations identified in BBS10 are
generally pathogenic as they result in a nonfunctional

protein.10,16 Nevertheless, missense mutations could also be
deleterious; however, the impact of identified missense
mutations is rarely studied.17,18

Consequently, it is crucial to develop in silico approaches to
identify the significant functional mutations that might aid in
the early detection and clinical management of BBS.
A total of 213 mutations, including 101 missense variants of

uncertain significance (VUS), have already been reported in
the ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar).
Elucidating their pathogenic effect has a pivotal relevance, but
it is challenging.
In the past decade, various computational tools have been

developed to predict the effect of missense variants on a
protein’s structure and, eventually, its function. The combina-
tion of multiple computational approaches and the consensus
of their prediction outcomes could narrow down the candidate
mutations for further validation.19 We have utilized nine
different servers, SIFT, SNAP2, PROVEAN, Align-GVGD,
ConSurf, I Mutant, MuPro, PremPS, and Dynamut, to predict
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the deleterious missense variants of BBS10.20−28 Protein
functions are not only related to the static structures
determined by their amino acid sequence but are also highly
dependent on protein dynamics. Therefore, we analyzed
protein stability via molecular dynamics simulation to deeply
analyze the structural changes arising in the potentially
deleterious mutants of BBS10. This article highlights the
workflow of computational screening and analysis of missense
variants of BBS10. We conclude that our study will aid
researchers in further investigating the roles of the BBS10 gene
and its encoded protein in Bardet-Biedl syndrome.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Data Collection. All information about the human

BBS10 gene was retrieved from public web-based resources.
The reported BBS10 missense variants of uncertain significance
(VUS) were collected from the ClinVar database (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar).29 The amino acid sequence
(UniProt ID: Q8TAM1) encodes a BBS10 protein retrieved
from the UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/
Q8TAM1).
2.2. Prediction of Disease-Related Missense Muta-

tions. 2.2.1. Prediction of Functional Consequences of
Missense Mutations. The functional effects of missense
mutations were predicted by SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from
Tolerant), SNAP2 (screening of nonacceptable polymorphism
2), PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Analyzer), and the
Align-GVGD tool, and missense mutations were assigned as
deleterious mutations by consistent predictions of all four
tools:

PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Analyzer; http://
provean.jcvi.org/index.php) is a software tool that utilizes an
alignment-based score approach to predict the functional effect
of single or multiple amino acid substitution and indels. The
server provides rapid analysis of protein variants from any
organism and supports high-throughput analysis for human
and mouse variants at genomic and protein levels (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4528627/). We sub-
mitted the query protein sequence and amino acid variations to
the PROVEAN server that performed a BLAST search to
collect homologous sequences. The scores were calculated for
each mutation. The threshold PROVEAN score was −2.5 to
distinguish deleterious substitutions from neutral ones.22,30

SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant; http://sift.bii.a-star.
edu.sg) is a bioinformatics tool to predict if an amino acid
substitution in a protein will affect function. This tool is based
on the physiochemical properties of amino acids in the protein
sequence and its sequence homologies. SIFT can be applied to
naturally occurring nonsynonymous polymorphisms and
laboratory-induced missense mutations. The predicted results
of the SIFT program can be categorized into two classes:
tolerated and deleterious. The variant is predicted to be
deleterious if its substitution SIFT score is between 0 and 0.05,
and 1 is marked as tolerable.20

SNAP2 (https://rostlab.org/services/snap/) is a neural-
network-based prediction mainframe that identifies the func-
tional effect of amino acid sequence variants or predicts the
impact of single amino acid acid substitution on protein
function. The SNAP2 prediction score ranges from −100
(strong neutral prediction) to 100 (strong effect prediction),
reflecting the likelihood of the specific mutation altering the
native protein function.21,31

Align-GVGD (http://agvgd.iarc.fr) is a web-based server
that combines the biophysical characteristics of amino acids
and protein multiple sequence alignments to predict where
missense substitutions in genes of interest are positioned in a
spectrum from enriched neutral to enriched deleterious. The
A-GVGD software program is an extension of the Grantham
difference to multiple sequence alignments and accurate
concurrent multiple comparisons.23

2.2.2. Estimation of Evolutionary Conservation of
Missense Mutations. The ConSurf bioinformatics (http://
consurf.tau.ac.il/) tool estimates the evolutionary conservation
of amino acids in a protein sequence based on the phylogenetic
relations between homologous sequences.24 This tool
determines the degree to which an amino acid position is
evolutionarily conserved and is strongly dependent on its
structural and functional importance. The level of evolutionary
conservation of each sequence position corresponds to the
evolutionary rate, i.e., not constant among all amino acids in a
protein. The amino acid positions that evolve gradually are
commonly considered conserved sites that are thought to be an
essential factor for protein structure and function. We
submitted the amino acid sequence of BBS10 to the ConSurf
server, which calculates the conservation scores categorized
into a discrete scale of nine bins. The position with bin 9
indicates the most conserved sites, while the position with bin
1 indicates the most variable sites.
2.2.3. Prediction of Protein Change Stability of Missense

Mutations. Accurate prediction of protein stability changes
upon single point mutations is essential for understanding
protein structure and function. In the present study, we used
MuPro, I Mutant 3.0, PremPS, and Dynamut Web servers to
predict protein stability changes for the missense variants. The
MuPro (http://mupro.proteomics.ics.uci.edu/) and I Mutant
3.0 Web servers (http://gpcr2.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/
predictors/I-Mutant3.0/I-Mutant3.0.cgi) are vector machine-
based tools to predict protein stability changes for single amino
acid mutations based on the protein sequence. The protein
sequence, the position of mutation, and the mutant residue
were uploaded, and the protein stability was analyzed at default
temperatures and pH.25,26

The PremPS (https://lilab.jysw.suda.edu.cn/research/
PremPS) and Dynamut web servers (http://biosig.unimelb.
edu.au/dynamut/) take protein structure as an input to predict
the effect of single amino acid substitution on the stability of
the protein structure. PremPS predicts the change in stability
by calculating the changes in unfolding Gibbs free energy
(ΔΔG).27 The Dynamut web server predicts the impact on
protein stability using the Normal Mode Analysis (NMA)
approach. It combines the score of changes in protein stability
and vibrational entropy between the wild-type and mutant
protein structures.28

2.3. Molecular Dynamics Simulations. Molecular
Dynamics Simulation (MDS) studies investigate the structural
stability and dynamics of wild-type and mutant protein
structures.32 MDS was carried out using GROMACS 2018.1,
implementing the OPLS-AA/L force field for a time scale of
100 ns.33,34 The system was solvated using the TIP3P water
model in a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions, and
counterions Na+ and Cl− were added to neutralize the system.
Energy minimization was performed using the steepest descent
algorithm with a tolerance of 1000 kJ/mol/nm. The system
was equilibrated by applying positional restraints on the
structure using NVT (constant Number of particles, Volume,
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and Temperature) followed by the NPT (constant Number of
particles, Pressure, and Temperature) ensemble for 100 ps
each. The temperature of 300 K was coupled by the Berendsen
thermostat with a pressure of one bar.35 The equilibrated
system was subjected to 100 ns of the production run with
time-step integration of 2 fs. The trajectories were saved at
every 2 ps and analyzed using Gromacs 2020.4. Furthermore,
RMSD, RMSF, the radius of gyration (Rg), SASA, and the free
energy landscape were analyzed using Gromacs inbuilt
functions.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Modeling of BBS10 Three-Dimensional Struc-

ture. The crystal structure of BBS10 has not been determined
yet, so the three-dimensional structure was modeled using the
Robetta protein structure prediction service (https://robetta.
bakerlab.org).36 The model with a maximum number of
residues in the allowed region was refined with the ModLoop
server (https://modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/modloop/).37 The
modeled structure was further refined using GalaxyWEB
(seoklab.org) server. The refined models obtained from
GalaxyWEB were subjected to Ramachandran plot analysis.
The model with the highest residues in the core and the
allowed region was selected as the final model (Figure 1). The

model was also validated using SAVESv6.0 - Structure
Validation Server (ucla.edu), SWISS model workspace, and
Protein Structure Analysis (ProSA) Web.38,39 Ramachandran
plot statistics of the BBS10 model obtained from the Procheck
package on SAVESv6.0 - Structure Validation Server shows
94.9% residues at the core region, 4.1% in the allowed region,
and 0.0% in the disallowed region (Supplementary Figure S1).
The modeled structure of BBS10 was further compared with

the structure of BBS10 submitted in the AlphaFold Protein
Structure Database.40 The Ramachandran plot statistics of the
modeled BBS10 structure were found to be better as compared
to the AlphaFold structure. Secondary structure analysis of the
two PDB structures indicated a close correlation in the high
confidence regions predicted by AlphaFold. The major
difference between the two structures was observed in the

low confidence region predicted by AlphaFold (from residue:
460−588). The two structures were also compared using the
SWISS model workspace, and the modeled structure was
observed to have better stereochemistry than the AlphaFold
structure (Supplementary Figure S2). Therefore, the modeled
structure of BBS10 has been used for structure-based
mutational analysis and MD simulation studies.
3.2. Screening of Missense VUS Based on Functional

Analysis. A total of 101 missense variants of BBS10 were
analyzed for their functional effect using sequence-based in
silico servers such as PROVEAN, SIFT, SNAP2, and Align-
GVGD. Out of 101 variants, PROVEAN predicted 15 variants
as “deleterious” with a cutoff score less than or equal to −2.5,
and 86 variants were predicted as “neutral” with a score greater
than −2.5. SIFT server predicted 46 variants as “damaging”
with a cutoff score less than or equal to 0.05, and the remaining
55 variants were predicted as “tolerated”. Out of 101 variants,
the SNAP2 server predicted 55 variants as “effect” with scores
> 0, and the remaining 46 variants were predicted as “neutral”.
Moreover, all of the variants were also analyzed by the Align-
GVGD server, which predicted 52 variants as “class C65”
(Supplementary Table S1). The “class C65” indicates that the
variants are most likely to interfere with the protein’s function.
Overall, 13 variants were predicted to be deleterious by all four
servers and, hence, were chosen for further analysis (Table 1).
3.3. Screening of Deleterious VUS Using Evolutionary

Conservation of Sequences. The evolutionary conservation
of a protein provides essential information regarding its
structure and function. Conversely, the evolutionary con-
servation of an amino acid in a protein affects its structure and
function. Therefore, it is essential to analyze the evolutionary
conservation of amino acids to understand variants which
could be deleterious to the function of its protein. The
ConSurf server was utilized to test the extent of evolutionary
conservation of potentially deleterious variants predicted by
the PROVEAN, SIFT, SNAP2, and Align-GVGD tools.
ConSurf server calculates the conservation scores on a scale
of 1 to 9 grades. The degree of conservation in the range of 1
to 3 is considered variable, 4 to 6 is considered average, and
the scale from 7 to 9 is considered conserved. Based on the
results obtained from ConsSurf, variants having a conservation
score of 7 or above were selected (Figure 2). Out of 13
variants, 10 were found to be highly conserved (Table 2).
These 10 conserved variants were further investigated to
examine their deleterious effect on the stability of the protein.
3.4. Screening of Potentially Deleterious VUS based

on the Stability Analysis. Changes in protein’s stability
upon single point mutation could interfere with its function.
The stability of 10 evolutionary conserved BBS10 variants was
analyzed by I Mutant, MuPro, PremPS, and Dynamut Web
servers. The I Mutant 3.0 server predicts the stability of
variants by computing the free energy value (DDG) at pH 7
and a temperature of 298 K. I Mutant 3.0 predicted seven
variants to decrease the stability of the protein with a DDG
score less than 0 (Table 3). The MuPro server, on the other
hand, predicted nine variants to decrease the stability of the
protein out of a total of 10 variants (Table 3). Structure-based
stability analysis of variants was carried out using PremPS and
Dyanmut Web servers by uploading the structural coordinates
of BBS10. PremPS predicted all 10 variants to have a
destabilizing effect on the protein structure with unfolding
Gibbs free energy change (ΔΔG > 0 kcal/mol). The Dynamut
server predicted eight variants to be potentially destabilizing

Figure 1. Three-dimensional modeled structure of BBS10 protein.
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based on the variation in Gibbs free energy (ΔΔG < 0.0 kcal/
mol). Together, all four web servers predicted six variants to be
potentially pathogenic based on their destabilizing effect on the
protein’s structure.
3.5. Potentially Pathogenic Variants Affect the

Conformational Stability of BBS10 Protein. The stability
of a protein structure could be determined by analyzing the
deviations produced in its structure during the course of the
simulation. The conformational stability of BBS10 wild-type
and missense mutants was accessed by plotting the RMSD
values throughout the 100-ns-long MD simulation. RMSD is
used for measuring the difference between the backbones of a
protein from its initial structural conformation to its final
conformation. Smaller deviations in RMSD values indicate a
more stable protein structure. Notable differences were
observed between the RMSD profile of the wild-type and

mutants (Figure 3). The RMSD of wild-type BBS10 got
stabilized after 10 ns with slight deviations observed at 55 and
88 ns, whereas higher fluctuations were observed for mutants.
Three mutants, Ser191Leu, Ile342Thr, and Tyr613Cys,
showed higher RMSD than the wild-type (Figure 3a, c, and
f). Higher fluctuations in the RMSD profile of mutants indicate
lesser stability of BBS10 mutants’ protein structure con-
formations.
3.6. Potentially Pathogenic Variants Affect the

Dynamic Behavior of BBS10 Protein. The dynamic
characteristic of native BBS10 and mutant protein structures
were evaluated by calculating the residue-based root-mean-
square fluctuations (RMSF). As observed in the RMSF profile,
the mutations do not seem to affect the overall fluctuation of
protein residues as compared to the wild-type protein (Figure
4). Interestingly, Ser191Leu, Ile342Thr, Cys371Ser, and

Table 1. BBS10 VUS Predicted to Be Deleterious by PROVEAN, SIFT, SNAP2, and Align-GVGD

PROVEAN SIFT SNAP2 AGVGD

sr. no. variant score prediction score prediction score prediction GV GD prediction

1 V11G −3.02 deleterious 0.002 damaging 79 effect 0 108.79 class C65
2 P31L −9.12 deleterious 0 damaging 74 effect 0 97.78 class C65
3 I68T −3.04 deleterious 0.007 damaging 53 effect 0 89.28 class C65
4 S191L −3.37 deleterious 0.01 damaging 56 effect 0 144.08 class C65
5 C195G −3.6 deleterious 0.03 damaging 51 effect 0 158.23 class C65
6 S311F −3.26 deleterious 0.001 damaging 58 effect 0 154.81 class C65
7 I342T −3.78 deleterious 0.005 damaging 41 effect 0 89.28 class C65
8 C371S −4.65 deleterious 0 damaging 41 effect 0 111.67 class C65
9 S378F −3.54 deleterious 0.004 damaging 12 effect 0 154.81 class C65
10 A417E −4.22 deleterious 0.002 damaging 83 effect 0 106.71 class C65
11 R422W −5.38 deleterious 0.002 damaging 77 effect 0 101.29 class C65
12 Y613C −2.56 deleterious 0.001 damaging 62 effect 0 193.72 class C65
13 C694R −3.97 deleterious 0 damaging 73 effect 0 179.53 class C65

Figure 2. Evolutionarily conserved regions of BBS10 protein predicted by the ConSurf server.
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Tyr613Cys showed high fluctuations in the amino acid region
from 435 to 465 residues, suggesting the global effect of
mutations on native protein conformation (Figure 4a, c, d, and
f). The BBS10 435−465 residue region is made up of loops
and contains charged amino acids at the protein surface. Loops
are known to perform critical molecular functions and
recognition of interactor molecules. An increase in the
flexibility of the loop region may affect the physiological role
of BBS10 protein. Therefore, from RMSF profile analysis, it
could be concluded that potentially pathogenic variants affect
the dynamics of BBS10 protein by particularly affecting the
loop region.
3.7. Potentially Pathogenic Variants Decrease the

Overall Compactness of BBS10 Protein. The radius of
gyration (Rg) provides insights into the compactness of a
protein structure throughout the simulation. The Rg value of
the wild type showed a sharp change up to 40 ns with a steep
dip observed at 28 ns; the Rg value later got stabilized at 3 nm.
The change in Rg value was found to be significant for all of
the variants (Figure 5). All of the variants showed a zigzag
pattern of Rg values throughout the simulation, indicating
mutation-induced alterations in structural compactness. The
variants, Cys195Gly, Ile342Thr, and Tyr613Cys, showed much

higher values of Rg as compared to the wild-type BBS10
(Figure 5b, c, and f). Changes in Rg values suggest the
disruption of the hydrophobic core of mutant proteins leading
to the partial unfolding transition and, therefore, a decrease in
overall compactness. Surprisingly, the solvent accessible surface
(SASA) values were found to be decreasing throughout the
simulation, and no significant change was observed between
the wild-type and mutant protein (Supplementary Figure S3).
The free energy landscape was plotted to obtain the

minimum energy conformation ensemble of the structures.
The Wild type BBS10 showed the highest number of minimum
energy structures compared to all six variants indicating it to be
more stable (Supplementary Figure S4). Together, the MD
simulation results conclude that potentially pathogenic
mutations alter the overall stability of BBS10, which could
adversely affect the native protein function.

4. DISCUSSION
BBS is a rare genetic disorder which affects multiple body
systems. BBS is characterized by progressive retinal dystrophy,
postaxial polydactyly, obesity, cognitive impairment, and renal
and urogenital anomalies as primary diagnostic features.1,2

Therefore, BBS has also been considered a model disease to
study the biology of the primary cilium. Diagnosis of BBS is
often tricky during early age due to clinical heterogeneity and
the common incomplete presentation of the disease. There-
fore, genetic testing has become an important diagnostic
method for disease confirmation, risk assessment, genetic
counselling, and clinical management. BBS10 is one of the
most common hotspots for mutations, along with BBS1 and
BBS2. With the advancement of genetic sequencing, a large
number of novel missense mutations are identified in BBS10;
hence, it becomes crucial to characterize the identified
mutations into pathogenic or benign categories. Clinically
identified missense variants with family history can be classified
as pathogenic, such as E679K mutation in BBS10.18 However,
the classification of a large number of missense variants with no
obvious clinical features or family history remains a challenging
task.
In the present study, we have (1) modeled the three-

dimensional structure of BBS10 and (2) used a combination of

Table 2. Evolutionary Conservation Status of BBS10
Variants As Predicted by ConSurf (Conserved Variants
Highlighted in Bold)

sr. no. variant ConSurf scale

1 V11G 3
2 P31L 9
3 I68T 4
4 S191L 9
5 C195G 8
6 S311F 9
7 I342T 8
8 C371S 9
9 S378F 9
10 A417E 9
11 R422W 5
12 Y613C 9
13 C694R 9

Table 3. Evolutionary Conservation and Mutation-Induced Changes in Protein Stability of BBS10 VUS As Predicted by
ConSurf, I-Mutant, MuPro, PremPS, and Dynamut Web Servers (Variants Highlighted in Red Chosen for Further Analysis)
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in silico tools and a structure-based approach to identify
pathogenic missense variants.
Extensive sequence analysis of BBS10 and its homologues

identified in vertebrates relate BBS10 to the group II
chaperonins.10 Morpholino-based knockdown of BBS10
reveals developmental defects in zebrafish embryos, suggesting
its role in early development. BBS10 along with BBS6 and

BBS12 are thought to function as a chaperonin-like protein and
play a vital role in the assembly of the BBSome complex.10,13

Recently, it has been shown that the inner medullary collecting
duct (IMCD3) cells lacking BBS10 showed an increased
expression of glycolytic enzymes, suggesting a process similar
to the Warburg effect.41 Analyzing, the three-dimensional
structure of BBS10 could enhance our current understanding

Figure 3. Comparative backbone root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) for wild-type BBS10 (WT) and potentially pathogenic missense variants.
(a) Ser191Leu, (b) Cys19Gly, (c) Ile342Thr, (d) Cys371Ser, (e) Ala417Glu, (f) Tyr613Cys.

Figure 4. Comparative Cα-root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) for wild-type BBS10 (WT) and potentially pathogenic missense variants. (a)
Ser191Leu, (b) Cys19Gly, (c) Ile342Thr, (d) Cys371Ser, (e) Ala417Glu, (f) Tyr613Cys.
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of protein−protein interactions. Therefore, in the absence of
the crystal structure of BBS10, we modeled the structure for
the present study. Our results showed that stereochemical
details of the BBS10 model used for the analysis were found to
be better than the model structure predicted by the AlphaFold
(Supplementary Figure 2). Nine publicly available web servers
were utilized to determine the evolutionarily conserved
pathogenic missense variants. Results obtained from in silico
Web servers alone are not considered as independent evidence
of pathogenicity; therefore, we applied the molecular dynamics
approach to analyze whether detected mutations have an effect
on protein structure and/or dynamics.
A total of 101 missense VUS reported in the BBS10 protein

were analyzed. Based on our results, six variants are found to
be potentially pathogenic, Ser191Leu, Cys19Gly, Ile342Thr,
Cys371Ser, Ala417Glu, and Tyr613Cys. The modeled
structure of BBS10 reveals that all of the identified pathogenic
variants were found to be located in the α-helices, except
Cys371 located in the β-sheet, signifying the importance of
these variants in the native protein structure and protein
folding.42 An additional observation we made upon inspecting
our model is that all of the identified pathogenic mutations
were located in the buried region of protein, suggesting the
role of these residues in the stability of the hydrophobic core of
the native protein. Interestingly, except Tyr613, all of the
remaining five potentially pathogenic variants were found to be
located in the well conserved 60 kDa domain, Cpn60/TCP-1
identified in HSP60 chaperone family and the TCP-1 (T-
complex protein) family.43,44 Identification of pathogenic
mutations in the conserved Cpn60/TCP-1 domain of BBS10

suggests the probable loss of chaperonin like function, resulting
in impaired folding or stability of ciliary or basal body proteins.
In conclusion, our study provides a comprehensive scientific

methodology to identify potentially pathogenic variants
associated with BBS10. Our finding could prove valuable for
the genetic counselling and early detection of BBS, which is
often difficult due to the heterogeneity of the disease. The
functional relevance of the identified potentially pathogenic
BBS 10 variants could be studied in vitro using CRISPR-Cas9
based genome editing. From a broader perspective, our study
yields new insights into a structurally less understood family of
BBS proteins. It should be noted that the crystal structure of
BBS10 is not available yet, and in the absence of any functional
studies, it is not possible to validate our analysis. Additional
studies will be required to fully understand the molecular
mechanism associated with potentially pathogenic variants and
their clinical relevance.
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https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsomega.2c04522.

Ramachandran plot of modeled BBS10 structure
showing 94.9% residues in the allowed region and
5.1% in the additional allowed region; quality assessment
of BBS10 structure modeled using Robetta server and
AlphaFold; solvent accessible surface area (SASA)
profile for wild-type BBS10 (WT) and potentially
pathogenic missense variants; free energy landscape of
BBS10 WT and mutant to identify minimum energy

Figure 5. Comparative radius of gyration (Rg) profile for wild-type BBS10 (WT) and potentially pathogenic missense variants. (a) Ser191Leu, (b)
Cys19Gly, (c) Ile342Thr, (d) Cys371Ser, (e) Ala417Glu, (f) Tyr613Cys.
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